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Classy ladies and dapper gents have their favorite vintage cocktail go-to, and now you can as

well! From Manhattans to Pink Ladies, Gin Fizzies to Whisky Sours, Gibsons to Stingers?and

sixty additional cocktails?Classic Cocktails returns drinkers back to an age of sophisticated

mixed drinks for the suave imbiber. While mixing your favorite cocktail, brush up on your pop

culture trivia with quirky facts and snarky anecdotes. Recipes include:Bloody MaryBlue

HawaiiEggnogGin SlingMai TaiMojitoOld-FashionedScrewdriverTequila SunriseTom

CollinsWhite RussianAnd many more!Also included is information on serving suggestions,

glassware, and remedies for curing that inevitable hangover. So harness your inner mixologist,

break out the jar of maraschino cherries, and transport yourself and your friends to a time

when ?classic” cocktails were the only mixed drinks out there.Skyhorse Publishing, along with

our Good Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of cookbooks,

including books on juicing, grilling, baking, frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow

cookers, and cast iron cooking. We’ve been successful with books on gluten-free cooking,

vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list includes French cooking,

Swedish cooking, Austrian and German cooking, Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky,

canning and preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone broth, and more. While

not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are

committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work

might not otherwise find a home.
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AuthorAbout the IllustratorWith special thanks toLIM College, for their continued support of

faculty involved in writing books; to Julie and Tony at Skyhorse Publishing, for their unbounded

enthusiasm for this book; to my mother, Sunny Wolfe, for getting me into cocktails when it was

actually illegal for me to drink them; to Pierre Halé, for his ongoing love and help with all of my

projects; and especially to John D. Larson, for his unbelievable support and contributions to this

book, as well as his company—so valued, enjoyed, and loved—over far too many cocktails,

both “classic” and otherwise.“What’ll It Be?”: Classic Cocktails—and What They Mean to MeIt

is a truth universally acknowledged that I am usually in need of a drink. No. That isn’t true. I am

usually in need of a cocktail—but perhaps not for the reasons you might think (people are so

quick to jump to accusation of alcoholism when words like “cocktail” and “need” appear in the

same sentence). Yet I am usually in need of a cocktail because (and I cannot be alone in this),

I find the twenty-first century a little hard to bear, and things like Pink Ladies and Gin Fizzes

help me to escape. “Pshaw!” I hear you cry. “That’s what all drunkards say; they ‘drink to

escape.’ Ha! We’ve caught you out in the first paragraph, Hallay, you big lush.” But wait! Just

hold your horses for a second. I did not say that I use alcohol to “escape”; I said I use cocktails.

Yes, the booze aspect helps, but it’s the cocktails—their exotic names, romantic associations,

their cultural connections, and above all, their link to the past—that transport me out of the

twenty-first century and back to a time when people didn’t have “life coaches”; they had

lives.Basically, cocktails (just the thought of them; it doesn’t even matter if I’m actually drinking

one) teleport me to a place and time where I might actually have had some social

purchase.Before we venture further, let me offer up this question: Do you like Appletinis,

Chocolatinis, Snickertinis, or Sex on the Beach? If you do, then this book probably isn’t for you.



It probably isn’t for you if you’re into Cosmopolitans either, for although the dreaded Cosmo has

been around since the ’70s, its association with Sex and the City has secured it as the favorite

tipple of up-talking metro-chicks who stumble into bars in Jimmy Choo heels so high they need

to hold onto each other for ballast, each believing herself to be “sophisticated” when she like,

totally, like, orders a Cosmo, and—as a consequence—has rendered it “nonclassic.”Generally,

the people who worship Cosmos have never even heard of its predecessor, the timeless

Manhattan.These people have also never seen Now, Voyager.I think that, for me, my

fascination with cocktails may have started with Now, Voyager. I first saw the 1942 weepy when

I was about ten and was left intrigued by the endless parade of cocktails that stars Bette Davis

and Paul Henried were constantly consuming; Martinis, Old Fashioneds, unspecified tropical

drinks with flowers sprouting from them, all of it so glamorous, so “retro,” before it was retro and

was still, in 1942, “then-tro.” Best of all was the line that Paul Henried delivers after he and

Bette’s first lunch together; sitting at an outdoor table at a café in the Caribbean, he says, “I

took the liberty of ordering Cointreau.” Although Cointreau is just a liqueur, and not actually a

cocktail, the fact that handsome men once used orange liqueur to take liberties with fascinated

me; what was it about alcohol that, when served in a special glass in a certain setting

(preferably black-and-white), made everyone suddenly sophisticated, worldly, urbane? Surely, I

thought (age ten), if I were to drink cocktails, I too would be worldly and urbane and have to

wear hats and gloves and carry a clutch bag as I walked on and off ocean liners? Surely, if I

drank Martinis, I would get to go to places like the Copacabana and talk to people who had

cigarette cases, with dancing followed by a stroll on a tropical veranda where the male

protagonist (a bit like Tyrone Power, but less creepy than he was in that movie where he played

a sideshow con man who’s reduced to becoming a geek) breaks down and tells me that he

loves me.This is what happened to people who drank cocktails: they went to night-clubs that

came with full orchestras and hatcheck girls; they traveled on package steamers to places with

palm trees and friendly locals in national dress; they had matching luggage, tailored

wardrobes, or gowns by Adrian. And sometimes they carried a revolver in their pocket. These

cinematic folk could break into song at any given moment, everyone knowing the exact

choreography when “dancing cheek to cheek”; they would even use phrases like “double

cross.” When was the last time that somebody accused someone of double-crossing them? I

don’t even know how a double cross works; I get it up to the point where somebody crosses you

—but how exactly do you double-cross? This phrase is so glamorously archaic that we can’t

even make sense of it anymore! But what I do know is that when accusations of double-

crossing were thrown around, there was sure to be a cocktail somewhere in the

scene . . .Obviously, I grew up quite disappointed with life. Where were those 1930s living

rooms as seen in movies by RKO—vast, split level, white carpeting, enormous deco furniture,

butlers, and me (presumably) lounging in an ostrich feather negligee while getting Parker (“my

man,” but not in the modern sense; “man” in the domestic servant sense) to fetch me a Pink

Lady?All right, maybe basing my understanding of the world on Hollywood movies of the ’30s

and ’40s was somewhat naïve, but I also watched McMillan and Wife and Hawaii Five-O, and

even the cocktail scenes in those failed to materialize in real-life form in my adult life. Where

were the turquoise swimming pools with music by Herb Alpert? Where were the women with

teased hair and frosted lipstick and tropical print dresses? Where were the handsome, jet-set

types with tans and shades and a boarding pass sticking out of their pocket as they grabbed a

quick “sour” before heading off to Acapulco, Rio, Paris, or Rome?I honestly thought that as

soon as I was old enough to legally drink (I drank illegally from a very early age; my parents

were quite liberal) that I’d somehow join the cast of The Towering Inferno, and that my life



(because of cocktails) would involve all-star casts and hotel bars with names like the

Continental Room, the Panoramic Room, and the Richard Chamberlain Cut-Price Electrical

Wiring Room, myself—a latter-day Faye Dunaway—sitting on a stool and sipping at a Mai

Tai.Nothing like this ever happened. Even when I have found a traditional, old-school cocktail

bar, it isn’t frequented by people like David Niven or Cary Grant; it’s full of regular twenty-first-

century people texting on their iPhones and asking for “light” versions of Martinis that don’t

actually contain Martini (but do contain M&Ms).Oh, I hate the twenty-first century! I just don’t

belong here. I’ll never be happy in a world where people look at me as if I’m clinically insane for

ordering a Diplomat. I want to live in a world where, if it can’t be 1942, it can at least be 1970,

and bars play gently piped versions of “Girl from Ipanema” (as opposed to blasting Kanye West

rapping about his “bitch” as noisy girls in tiny tank tops order shots of vanilla vodka they then

lick off each other’s boobs).I don’t want to live in a world where my love life is governed by

instant messages and texts that say, “U.R. HOT”; I want to live in a world where interested

parties “take the liberty of ordering Cointreau.”In essence, I want to live in a time when the only

“baggage” people talked about was the kind that would be carried by Red Caps onto trains with

“observation decks,” sleeping compartments, and well-stocked bars with proper

glasses.Happily, although I hate the twenty-first century (well, most of it; I do like cable TV and

my collection of “hilarious ringtones”), I believe that—with the right classic cocktail sliding down

our throats—we can at least pretend that we’re living in simpler, sexier times. My belief that

cocktails are glamorous has never departed. In fact, over the years, this belief has become

increasingly strong—so strong that it verges on pathetic. I can’t hear the name of a truly classic

cocktail without an entire narrative coming to mind. Naturally, because I am slightly deranged, I

know who drank a Whisky Sour in some low-grade film noir of the late 1940s—but I can also

(and often quite unwillingly) transport myself back to a particular era and a particular location

at just the merest mention of a Gin and It, a Mint Julep, a Tom Collins, each drink taking on its

own, romantic scenario involving fabulous bars, fabulous people, romance, adventure, and—

generally—me (only thinner and better dressed).You see, after all is said and done—after all

the disappointments, after all the sudden realizations that it will never be 1944 and that (unless

it’s made of wool and it’s 50 below outside) I will never get to wear a hat without getting

laughed at, after all the lousy, frozen cocktails I have tried to endure in the hopes of embracing

the time in which I live, even after all of this, nothing speaks to my imagination (to my very soul)

more than the word “cocktail” when written large in curling cursive and pulsating in neon on the

side of a forgotten building in a forgotten town from a forgotten time.And this is what this book

is all about.It isn’t a book of recipes for people who want to be Carrie Bradshaw; it’s a book for

people who want to be Barbara Stanwyck, Glenn Ford, Grace Kelly, or (worst-case scenario,

which is still pretty good) Jack Lord. This is a book for people who want to lean against a wall,

the shadow of a venetian blind playing on their face as they ask (as Lauren Bacall did in To

Have and Have Not), “Anybody got a match?” (as opposed to, “Um, excuse me? Your smoke

is, like, totally blowing onto my cupcake!”)Although all this might suggest that we have, as a

culture, lost something, if you recognize a name or a scene from a movie or even get a feeling

from this book, then maybe you too prefer an era that cynics might propose never really existed

but that you and I know very well did. And this age is honored here, not merely in the names of

the cocktails, their ingredients, and vessels, but in the cultural connections that we—those of

us who long to gather in kind to drink Gin Rickeys—consistently make with the past.And this

past, as seen flickering from some old movie we start to watch as we’re falling asleep, is what

this book is about; not so much a how-to for the amateur mixologist, but more an invitation to

transport us to a past made up of Femme Fatales, wisecracking antiheroes, travels on the



Orient Express, and steamboats to Hawaii. Oh, I know, it wasn’t really like this, but perhaps this

is what makes it—for those of us too young to ever “double-cross”—all the more real.Cheers!

Hints and Tips and How to Make Sense of This BookStocking Your Home BarEvery cocktail

book worth its salt begins with the extremely bankruptcy-inducing “Stocking Your Home Bar”

section. The reader is encouraged to go out and buy not only every base liquor known to man,

but things like expensive bottles of Chambord and Calvados and stuff you’ll probably never

even use. I don’t roll this way. There is never any booze in my house. This is because I have

drunk it all. I buy as I go and suggest that you do likewise. It is, I think, far more “classic” to limit

guests’ cocktail choices; offering one fancy cocktail, one basic highball (vodka-tonic is a good

one), and something on the rocks, and you’re sure to please everyone. Of course, you should

also have some sort of nonalcoholic drink available (orange juice?) for people who are

recovering alcoholics and/or drags, but always remember that your home is your castle (not

TGIFridays) and you are not expected to provide more than a couple of cocktails at any given

soiree.People who keep a fully stocked bar (including syrups) are just showing off and, before

too long, they render themselves unpopular. Laboring over a range of complicated cocktails

makes it difficult to mingle, and unless you are having a massive gathering where you

encourage people to make their own Mojitos if they so desire (“The mint’s in the fridge; you

know where to find it”), there is no need to actually stock your home bar.Further to this, offering

just one fancy cocktail makes the cocktail in question all the more appealing, especially if you

preface it with the words “my famous” (“My famous Mai Tai,” “My famous Sidecar,” “My famous

Tom Collins”). Of course, there will be nothing to distinguish your Truly Classic Sidecar from

any Sidecar on the planet, yet these magic words—“my famous”—will soon find you elevated

to legendary status within your social circle. Always remember: people believe what you tell

them, and if you tell them that your Eggnog’s won awards, who are they to question you? I am

always telling people that I’ve won awards. I tell them that I’ve won awards for cooking, for

writing, for interior design . . . I’ve never won anything, yet setting yourself up as an award

winner places you above suspicion.Glassware GuideOh, don’t you just hate cocktail books that

offer you a glassware guide? The sight of a glassware guide instantly renders the armchair

mixologist to such a state of blithering insecurity that she can instantly be forgiven for offering

guests nothing but beer. In a bottle.What has to be remembered, though, is that these “guides”

are meant simply as . . . “guides”; they are “serving suggestions,” nothing more, and are not

meant to be followed to the letter. They are intended, as is the glassware guide in this book, to

give you an idea of the sort of glass you should be using, and—if you don’t own such a glass—

it helps you figure out what glass you do own is close enough in spirit.So do not be frightened.

The glassware guide is your friend. It is your ally. It is your wingman in times of duress—that

reassuring character actor who is there to simply lend support, to stop you from becoming

hysterical, and to offer up some reasonable alternatives.In short, your glassware guide is your

own Ernest Borgnine.CollinsCoupetteFluteGobletOld-

fashionedHurricaneSlingSnifterRocksShotMartiniSourToddyBostonBarware and

GlasswareDon’t listen to those people who say you need a metal shaker, a glass shaker,

mixing glasses, and a ton of measuring devices—none of these are necessary. All you need is

a cocktail shaker, a large glass in which to mix drinks that call for it, and a set of the following

classic glasses: highball, old-fashioned (a fancy name for a basic, heavy-bottomed tumbler),

Martini (but please, please, please, don’t get novelty Martini glasses or glasses that are overly

large; remember, the Classic Martini was a small drink), cocktail (harder to find these days, the

cocktail glass was a small, slightly more rounded version of the martini glass, so if you have

trouble finding them, use your martini glasses instead where a recipe calls for a cocktail glass),



and something from which to serve champagne (a flute or a coup, which is the bowl-like

version of the champagne glass).These glasses will cover your needs, although—let’s face it—

collecting glasses is a lot of fun (well, I think it is) and in the golden age of the truly classic

cocktail, there was a special glass for every cocktail. Provided in the Glassware Guide in this

book, you’ll see all of these special glasses, and should you decide to be a purist, throw

yourself on eBay and buy a set of each.Cocktail sticks are essential, as are (when dealing with

things like Zombies and Hurricanes) straws. Paper umbrellas can be fun in tropical drinks but

hardly a necessity (unlike your jar of maraschino cherries, your jar of pimento-stuffed green

olives, and your cocktail onions, which you should always have at hand just in case).And surely

it goes without saying that a truly classic cocktail person will always have lemons (and maybe

even limes) in the house at any given moment. Top tip for working with lemons or limes: roll the

fruit first on the counter, pressing down hard with your hand as you roll. This releases the flavor

from the rind into the fruit. I was first runner up at the Cocktail Masterclass contest at the

London Luau in 2007 (no, really! This is an award I really did win!) and according to the judges,

part of my victory was due to the fact that I’d remembered to roll my lemons.I believe that

cocktails should be served with a paper cocktail napkin. I believe this because if a paper

cocktail napkin accompanies a drink, people get the feeling that they’re in a bar—and who

doesn’t like that feeling?Muddling sticks are useful when it comes to Mint Juleps and Old-

Fashioneds, but any sort of wooden spoon works just as well in a pinch.If a recipe calls for a

mixing glass, just use the largest glass you have if you’re not in possession of the real thing.

The problem here is the straining (you will, over the course of these recipes, be required to

strain a cocktail from a mixing glass so that ice doesn’t get into the glass in which you are

serving the drink). As long as nobody can see, it’s okay to place a saucer over the rim of the

glass and strain that way, but c’mon, a mixing glass will cost you no more than ten bucks and

will save you a lot of mess.And of course (of course, of course, of course!) you must have a

cocktail shaker. I have been known (in extreme survivor mode) to use a rinsed-out instant

coffee jar in lieu of a shaker, but this isn’t something you really want to be doing. Buy a cocktail

shaker. You can get a nice large stainless steel cocktail shaker for around fifteen bucks,

although the more you spend, the better the quality (mine cost twenty-five dollars and I’ve used

it, without quarrel, for fifteen years). Don’t rely on those freebie shakers that come with gift

packs of vodka; they’re cheap, they’re nasty, and the lids will always stick.Top tip when shaking

cocktails: Mixologists maintain that your cocktail shaking face is also your orgasm face (Think

about it; it’s kind of true.). So always make sure that, when shaking your cocktails, you wear an

incredibly attractive, seductive, and lustful expression (no furrowed brows and gritted teeth,

please), just in case you’re not the only person present who knows of the cocktail shaking/

having-an-orgasm connection.Measurements
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Nice surprise!. I loved the short stories that went with each cocktail, I

wasn't expecting anything other than recipes. The illustrations were fun and I especially loved

the cocktail and tribute to her beloved furry companion. Lastly, I thought the bit about

hangovers was a fun addition, as they're all too much of a reality that can go along with (too

many) cocktails!”

Beau Louis, “Very clever, very funny little book.. Hilariously witty, this wonderfully silly book

pokes fun at those incredibly 'serious' cocktail books of late, and also comes with a lot of funny

personal anecdotes and some cool pop history. Great one to give as a Christmas gift to friend

with a good sense of humor, especially if they're fans of retro/vintage themes.”

The book by Amanda Hallay has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 46 people have provided feedback.
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